
I re-engineered software and systems work flow processes to develop solutions for their clientele and in house teams. 
I setup a new wireless infrastructure for mobile apps development. I configured their windows architecture to setup a 
WAMP environment to facilitate PHP developed solutions alongside their existing SaaS developed in C# ASP. NET. 
I worked with their Lead Artist to create Wordpress sites.

I also re-engineered a legacy development from ASP. NET 1.1 to contemporary frameworks with jQuery and 3rd Party 
plug-ins. I used a combination of C#, ASP. NET, PHP, HTML, CSS, JavaScript, jQuery and 3rd Party API's to re-architect 
their systems. I provided proof of concept on new development builds and helped other members of the team understand 
new work flow processes. C / C++ / C#
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Sites & Experiences

Nymad

PROFESSIONAL SKILLS

Adobe Creative Suite

3D Modeling

SaaS Pharma Apps

HTML, XHTML, DHTML

CSS

JavaScript, jQuery

Windows, Linux, Mac

Wordpress, WAMP, LAMP

SQL, MySQL

R & D, Prototyping, Proof of Concept

EXPERTISE

Systems Analysis, Systems Architecture

Agile, Scrum Development

Design, Animation, Game Dev

Game Dev, Digital Design

INTERESTS / PASSIONS

Web / Mobile / App Dev, UI/UX

Human Interface Design / Dev, AI

Sites, Apps and Frameworks I have worked on

Property Information Exchange

I setup a web portal on a Linux embedded server which allowed clients to access specific project areas. I setup and
utilized Apache, Python, PHP, Wordpress, Mail Services, BB, CMS, Subversion and TRAC to name a few systems.

This enabled web access to project areas on the server, providing document versioning and collaboration from various
stakeholders and departments. I developed these portal pages using CMS, HTML, CSS, PHP and JQuery.

This was in addition to my C++, MFC, C# development projects I was working on. These were multi-platform, multi-threaded
processes. My main task was to update legacy Windows / Linux applications to Windows 7 / 8, Web and Mobile platforms.
I used a combination of frameworks, technologies and 3rd Party SDKs including BOOST and ASP. NET components.

TISSL
I worked on Microsoft ASP.NET frameworks with connections to SQL 2008 R2 server databases. This was supplied along
with an in house POS hardware to clients for customer records and payments in the hospitality sector. I designed XML
Web Services to expose data sets for consumption on mobile apps / devices.

BCL Numedia
I managed teams of artists, programmers and sound engineers to ensure client apps for iPhone, iPad and Android was
properly resourced to meet clients deadlines and timescales. I worked with Apple Development SDK's for population in
the iTunes market.

Iguazu
I worked on various iPad CLM /CRM apps based SaaS frameworks for Pharmaceutical clientele. Additionally I worked on
accreditation and proof of concepts to aid the internal Dev team to streamline their work-flows. I worked on iTunes app store
signing for iPad installations. I liaised with external framework vendors, internal PM’s and clientele to aid in R & D of new
concepts. I worked on their internal and external systems for documentation and information resources.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/ferrah-orosco-61ba3823/

